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NOTE ON T H E GREATEST INTEGER FUNCTION 
BY M. A. BASOCO 
1. Introduction. In this note we wish to record certain finite 
sums involving the greatest integer function E(x), which seem 
to be of some interest. Hermite* has shown that the generating 
function for E(x) has the simple form, 
x
b
 _ /n + a — b\ 
(1) = £ £ ( )*», 
(1 - x)(l - xa)
 (w) \ a / 
where a, b are positive integers. To him is due, likewise, the 
development 
(1 - *)(1 + xa) (n) \ 2a / (2) 
where 
(3) Ei(x) = E(2x) - 2E(x) = E(X + — J - E(x). 
As indicated by Hermite, these developments used in conjunc-
tion with the expansions for certain theta quotients, yield re-
sults of interest in the theory of numbers. Of particular im-
portance are his results expressing some of Kronecker's class 
number sums (which arise from certain theta constants of the 
third degree) in terms of E(x). 
In what follows we are concerned with the application of 
Hermite's device to the twelve Jacobian elliptic functions and 
to the logarithmic derivatives of the theta functions. The re-
sults implicit in these theta series are first elicited in a form 
which involves an arbitrary function, which, when specialized to 
be xr, yields relations between the sum of the rth powers of the 
divisors of the integer n and sums of E(x) for certain values of 
the argument. For the analytical form of the series here used we 
* Hermite, Acta Mathematica, vol. 5, pp. 310-324; Oeuvres, vol. 4, pp. 
151-159. See also E. T . Bell, Algebraic Arithmetic, Colloquium Publications of 
this Society, vol. 7, p . 138. 
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refer to any standard treatise,* the corresponding arithmetized 
form being readily derived from them.f 
2. The Functions 0?-, <TJ, p?. Denote by F(x) any arbitrary 
function and let m range over the odd numbers 1, 3, 5, • • • , 
while n is unrestricted. We define the functions 4>i > °V > Pi as 
follows : 
(4) 0 iO, n) = 53^(™)> n = tr. 
(5) 0 2O, m) = 53 ( - l/r)F(tx), m = tr. 
(6) $,(*, ») = 53 (~ l/r)F(2tx), n = tr. 
(7) o-iO, ») = 53 ( - l)^(2<*tf), ^ = db. 
(8) 0-2O, ») = 53 ( - 1/T)F(TX)} n = dr. 
(9) <r3(x, ») = - 53 (~l)d+8F(2dx), n = db. 
(10) piO, ») T= 53^(2**0> n = tr. 
(11)
 P2(x, w) = 53 ( - l)dF(2dx), n = db. 
(12) p3(x, ») = ^F(2dx), n = db. 
In each of the preceding, the summations range over the divi-
sors d, ô, /, r of the fixed positive integers n, m, the integer r 
always being odd, and ( — 1 | h) = ( — l ) ^ - 1 ^ 2 if h is odd. 
3. Sums in Terms of E(x). The following sums are deduced 
from the expansions of the functions 
sn en dn 
ns cs ds 
ne se de 
nd sd cd, 
using Glaishier's notation for the Jacobian elliptic functions. 
In our formulas, n is a fixed arbitrary positive integer, ju ranges 
over 1, 3, 5, • • • , while k ranges over 1, 2, 3, 4, • • • , n. 
(13) 53 *i(*, M) = 53 E ft^W*), 
(M) (M) \ 2fi / 
* See, for example, Whittaker and Watson, Modem Analysis, 4th éd., pp. 
510-512. 
t See E. T. Bell, Messenger of Mathematics, March, 1924, pp. 169-172, 
§§4, 14. 
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(14) £ *,(*, M) = E Ei f^^W*)-
(M) (M) \ 4/x / 
In the left side of these expressions, fj, ranges up to (n — 1) or n 
according as n is even or odd. 
_ ^ (n + k\ 
(15) 2 *,(*, *) = E £ i ( ——)F(2kx), 
(fc) (fc) \ 4& / 
(16) 2>i(*, *) = HE(—)F(ULX)} 
(As) 00 \ M / 
(i7) £ (- D^Vi(«, *) = E ^(^Vo**), 
(*) (M) \ 2 M / 
(18) E (- l)»-iff,(*, *) = Z ( — W ^ V ( M * ) , 
(*) OO \ M / \ 2 M / 
(i9) E ^ U — - — ) = - E ^ i i — ) F ( 2 * * ) , 
_ / n — s + 1\ _ / n\ 
(20) 2 > 3 U ) = Z ( - l ) * £ i ( - ) F ( 2 * * ) . 
(.) \ 2 / (*) \4A/ 
In (19) and (20) the index s ranges over such values of sSn as 
will make n — s = l, mod 2. 
(21) £ <r2(x, k) = W l l - W ^ W * ) , 
<*) OO \ M / \ M / 
(22) EC-D^W*, A) = 2(-l)^-i JE1( '^y(2to), (fc) (fc) \ 4& / 
(23) E(-D(n-5)/Vi(^,^-^+i) = z f — ^ i f ^ - ^ V ^ ) ^ 
(•) oo \ M / \ 4M / 
(24) E „(*, n - J + 1) = E (—) E (^p^jF^x). 
(•) (M) \ M / \ 2/x / 
In (23) and (24) the index s ranges over such values of s ^ # as 
will make w —s = 0, mod 2. 
The next results are deduced from the expansions of the loga-
rithmic derivatives of the four elliptic theta functions. 
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^ ^ /n+k\ 
(25) EPI(*,*) = T,E[——M2kx), 
(k) (k) \ 2k / 
(26) E (" 1)*-Vi(*, *) = £ (" ^ ^ ( ^ - ^ W * * ) , 
(A;) (A;) \ 2k / 
(27) E p t ( * , ; ) = E ( - 1 ) » £ ( - > ( 2 A * ) , 
(«) \ 2 / ( f c) \2#/ 
(28) E P 3 [ ^ , ) = HE[-)F(2kx). 
(6) \ 2 / (k) \2k/ 
In (27) and (28) the index s ranges over such values of s^n as 
will make n — s = l, mod 2. 
4. Sums of Powers of Divisors of n. If in the preceding formu-
las the function F(x) is taken to be xr, r a positive integer, we 
immediately deduce the following, where the notation is as 
follows : 
$V(w) = sum of the rth powers of the divisors of n. 
f/ (n) =sum of the rth powers of the odd divisors of ». 
yprin) =sum of the rth. powers of the divisors of n whose con-
jugates are odd. 
8r(n) = t h e excess of the sum of the rth powers of the divisors 
of n whose conjugates are of the form 4& + 1 over the like sum 
for those whose conjugates are of the form 4& + 3. 
ôr in) = t h e excess of the sum of the rth powers of the (4& + 1) 
divisors^ of n over the like sum of the (4k+3) divisors of n. 
ar(n) = t h e excess of the sum of the rth powers of the divisors 
of n whose conjugates are even over the like sum for those whose 
conjugates are odd. 
j8/ (n) = the sum of the rth powers of the even divisors of n 
diminished by the like sum of the odd divisors of n. 
Pr(n) =^2( — l)d+8dr1 the sum extending over all the divisors 
d, S of n. 
(29) ZMM)= Z ^ ^ V ' 
(M) 00 \ 2fx / 
(30) 2>G0- Z^xf^V-
00 GO \ 4/i / 
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On the left side of these, fi ranges up to (n — 1) or n according as 
n is even or odd. 
(31) E«r(*) = E - M - T T - ) * ' 
(fc) (Jfe) \ *K / 
(32) Zfr'W- L^f—V, 
(*) 00 \ M / 
(33) £ ( - 1) «-if/ (*) - D £x ( f )
 M' , 
(*) 0») \2/x/ 
(34) £ (- l)^r(É) = S f — ) E 4 T ~ V ' 
(fc) (M) \ M / V W 
(35)
 5H-HT-)--£<=)*• 
(36)
 S*(-^ —J-S '^^ w"-
In (35) and (36) the index s ranges over such values of s^n as 
will make n — s = lf mod 2. 
(37) E S/ (*) = E f — ) £ ( - )
 M', 
(38) £ ( - l)»-i*r(*) - £ ( - ^ ^ ( ^ T ^ V ' (*) (t) \ 4* / 
E(-i)<—)/2fr(w_5 +1) = WziV/^V, 
(«) («) \ M / \ 4/» / 
r»/(»-* + i ) - 2 : ( — W ^ V . 
(39) 
(40) 
In (39) and (40) the index s ranges over such values of s^?z 
as will make n — s = 0, mod 2. 
_ _ (n + A\ 
(41) Z*r (* ) = E £ ( — — ) * ' , 
(k) (k) \ LR / 
(42) E (~ l)*-¥r(A) = E ( " D * " 1 ^ ^ ) *', 
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(43) E fit ( — - — ) = E ( - D ^ U i ) kr> 
In (43) and (44) the index s ranges over such values of s^n 
as will make n — s = ly mod 2. 
5. Conclusion. If in the expansion for dn we put x = 0, we ob-
tain 
00 ^ W 
(45) #32(0, q) - 1 = E ?V(») = 4 £ —f—, 
n-l n-1 1 + q2n 
where ƒ (n) denotes the number of solutions of the equation 
(46) x2 + y2 = n, x, y ^  0. 
From this it follows easily that 
(47) / ( l ) + /(2) + f(3) + • • • + ƒ(») = 4 E ^ i ( - ^ ) , 
(*) \ 4fe / 
so that 
^ f /n+ k\ /n+k-l\) 
Hermite, in a similar manner, has shown that 
(49) / ( l ) + /(2) + /(3) + • • • + /(n) = 4 E ( — ) E (-). 
(M) \ M / V M / 
Hence, we have 
(50) EJ!^).Wli)s("). 
In a similar manner, 
<tf (0, g4) = E ?"«(«) = 4 E , 9,\ 
(51) « 1 + ? " 
w \ M / I - <74" 
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where g(ri) denotes the number of solutions of the equation (46) 
with xy y odd and ^ 0 . Noting that g(n) is zero unless ^ = 2, 
mod 8, we obtain 
g(2) + g(10) + • • • + g(Sr + 2) 
— (2r + k\ ^ (2r + k\ 
from which g(Sr+2) could be obtained explicitly in terms of 
either E(x) or Ei(x). 
Lastly, since 
00 -in-
#o2(0, q) - 1 = 4 £ ( - 1)»: (53) M 1 + q2n 
0» \ fi Jl + q» 
we obtain, 
*(1) + A(2) + *(3) + • • • + *(») 
(54)
 -
4S(~)a©-42?(-1)"&(!iïr)' 
where A(w) denotes the excess of the number of solutions of (46) 
with x, y of opposite parity over the like with x, y of the same 
parity. 
From (54) it follows that 
(M) K„).4|;(zi){a(£)_£,(!^)}. 
Finally, it may be noted that a great many similar results are 
implicit in the expansions of the functions snku, cnku, • • • . The 
complete set of developments for the cases & = 3, 4 have been 
given by the writer in a former paper.* 
T H E UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA 
* Tôhoku Mathematical Journal, vol. 35 (1932), pp. 35-42. 
